MBIU AVAILABLE ON LEASE

One Mobile Bridge Inspection Unit (Palfinger Model No. PA 19001, Make-2017) mounted on a TATA Motors truck is available for renting on Dry/Wet Lease on yearly basis. The salient features of the equipment are as follows:

- Maximum Horizontal Outreach
  +19.0 m / -9.0 m

- Maximum Working Height and Depth
  +23.0 m (Height) / -14.0 m (Depth)

- Maximum bucket load capacity
  280 Kgs

Agencies interested to take the equipment on Dry/Wet Lease basis may contact

Mr. Sanjay Anand,
SDGM/Highway, 4th Floor (Right Wing),
RITES LTD, RITES Bhawan, 1, Sector-29,
Gurgaon -122001.
Ph: 0124-2818433 M: 9993075153 | E-mail: sanjayanand@rites.com.
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